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When words become unclear, I shall focus with photographs. When images become inad-

equate, I shall be content with silence.

Ansel Adams



Abstract

When disaster occurs, an authority explains the severity and gives citizens the choice to

leave or stay. People complain they are not told enough regarding specifics that a!ect

their safety. I propose a model explaining why an authority is vague due to its under-

standing of the citizens pessimism. While an authority may decide the disasters severity

merits evacuation, a citizens definition of high risk may be di!erent. To maximize its

expected payo!, the government speaks vaguely to play o! the citizens emotions and

realign incentives. As the governments payo!s change in magnitude, its inclination to

induce certain citizen action changes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Who do you turn to when there is imminent danger? Unfortunately, it isn’t superman

or batman, and you can’t call ghostbusters. When there is a potential disaster, we turn

to the government to tell us what to do because they know more. When a disaster of

some sort looms overhead, it is common for an authority to release a statement that

quantifies the danger in order to keep us from panicking. By doing this, the government

gives those who may be a!ected the choice to either leave or stay. While an authority

may release specific information regarding the nature of the expected peril, other times

little is said and people are left to rationalize how they should respond to the warning.

For example, pretend you are planning to travel on a given day. Before you leave, you

check the Department of Homeland Security website, and you see that there is a ”very

high” (orange) risk of terrorist activity. While the United States government has not

said that you are not allowed to travel on an airplane, their soft warning implies that

they know something that you do not, and as a result, they suggest that flying that

day may be riskier than usual. While you do not know exactly what they think may

happen, you get an summary or an estimate of the event’s severity. Given how brave you

feel that day, you may stay home because the implied risk seems too high, or you may

”throw caution to the wind” and take that trip to Bermuda you have always dreamed

about.

As a result of the soft warning, some people will choose not to fly, while others will

decide that the implied risk is worth getting to Bermuda. But why would an authority

not release all possible information, names, times, probabilities, possible locations, etc.

in order to allow you to make the best decision?

It seems intuitive that an authority would want to articulate as much information as

possible so that there is no ambiguity and so that people can best calculate their own
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chances of survival by being well-informed. Theoretically, if people are given all avail-

able information, then they can come to a well-reasoned decision regarding the risks of

traveling. The resulting transparency should mean that people leave when they should

(or vice versa) and are happy. Although this appears plausible, we see that rarely in

reality is all the known information about a possible disaster released. More often than

not, we the public receive a summary of what the disaster’s severity is, but are not given

the most specific information used to calculate our own chances of survival.

My paper will attempt to provide a theoretical model for and answer the following

questions: When will an authority release transparent information when a disaster is

forecasted? Under which circumstances would an authority release vague information

regarding the danger’s severity? What happens when the payo!s are not the same for

a simple success or a failure? Could the authority’s incentives to encourage people to

leave or stay change with the magnitudes of their payo!s?

While there have been many studies that dealt with vague information, many of them

are in regards to shadow evacuations, a phenomena that occurs when those who are

not supposed to evacuate leave anyway after hearing others should evacuate. Others

study when to institute a mandatory evacuation. Additionally, there have been several

papers written on non-mandatory evacuations and evacuation procedures. My paper

contributes to the topic of managing disasters because it speaks to why an authoritative

agency will release information based on the disaster’s severity and its knowledge of the

population.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

There has been a good amount of work done in the past regarding information dis-

semination. Camille Cornand and Frank Heinemann (2006) co-authored a theoretical

paper regarding the optimal degree of public information dissemination. While their

paper touched on the issues of transparency, it di!ers from my topic in two major ways.

First, their paper is mainly about information being disseminated from the central bank

regarding the economy, and has a much more specific relationship to finance. Addi-

tionally, in their scenario, the actions of the people who are in the financial markets do

not a!ect the central banks as they would an organization such as FEMA or a ship’s

captain. In my story, the authority’s motivation is driven by its future credibility, thus

keeping it from releasing false information or purposely putting people in danger. Be-

cause their paper focuses on public welfare instead of both parties’ welfare as my paper

does, they reach the conclusion that information transparency is the best option despite

the optimism or pessimism of the people that the information is being received by.

Selin Dilmener (2007) provides a theory of evacuation in response to Hurricane Katrina.

Her model dealt with mandatory evacuations based on property related concerns and

the possibility of resulting coordination problems. Dilmener finds that as the property-

related concerns and population increase, the probability of evacuation decreases. In my

model, I found that the citizen’s inclination to evacuate is based on the ratio of the high

and low payo!s, rather than just the sheer magnitude of the low payo! or the number

of present citizens. Additionally, I found that when people become either overly likely

or very unlikely to evacuate, a coordination problem between the government and the

citizens develops, and information transparency decreases.

James A. Johnson (1985) authored ”A Model For Evacuation,” in response to to the

Shoreham nuclear power station meltdown on Long Island. His model forecasts how

someone, in the case of a nuclear meltdown, will spontaneously choose to evacuate
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based on their location, social status, age, and attitudes towards nuclear power. My

paper di!ers from his because it focuses not only on evacuation, but on information

dissemination and how it is used to persuade rather than how the government can

figure out specifically how many people are expected to leave. While Johnson’s paper

emphasizes how people spontaneously evacuate without being given an order, my paper

is more focused on how the authority such as FEMA can release information to avoid

spontaneous evacuations and the consequences that follow from them.

Reuben Goldblatt (2004) from KLD Associates researches shadow evacuations in a paper

called ”Evacuation Planning: A Key Part of Emergency Planning.” His research focuses

on how to plan for evacuations. While it uses computer modeling to compute flow models

for evacuation, it does not o!er the insights into the usefulness of vague information

that my paper does. Mr. Goldblatt’s paper is primarily focused with the logistics of

evacuation rather than how vague information is used to manage crises.

Mark Powell and Timothy Reinhold (2007) researched the shortcomings of the Sa"r-

Simpson scale. They referenced its inability to be specific with possible damage because

it relies only on wind intensity and it neglects economic loss and the concentration of

people in an area. The reason this paper is somewhat applicable to mine is because a

reform of the hurricane intensity scale could present a more transparent severity indi-

cator, s. By having a more specific scale for rating a hurricane’s strength and disaster

capability, there could be less ambiguity on the government’s end, and they could com-

municate an accurate severity s to the people. With a more exact system of predicting s

there may less misalignment of incentives. The question to be addressed later is ”would

a more transparent s be beneficial?” Powell and Reinhold touch on risk perception with

respect to how people decide to leave or stay in response to a warning. Both my paper

and theirs touch on this issue. I incorporate this idea into my model and show its appli-

cability by pulling from real-world examples. The fundamental di!erence between our

papers, however, is that mine is a theoretical economics paper and deals with personal

interaction. Theirs is a scientific paper that focuses on meteorology.

While it does not apply directly to my paper in terms of vague information, the Katrina

Full Report titled, ”A Failure of Initiative” was a useful resource when trying to un-

derstand the factors that went wrong in the 2005 tragedy. The report comprehensively

discusses the issues that contributed to the preparation debacle such as the failed levees,

evacuation measures, FEMA preparedness, shelter, and logistics. The report was useful

when trying to relate my work to real-world examples of how the use of vague informa-

tion can open the doors to disaster. Additionally it gave me insight into how pessimism

and optimism towards a future event could change based on prior events.
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Several other papers have been authored regarding the dangers of shadow-evacuations

and bottlenecks, and many explore how to e"ciently evacuate people. While these

papers have specific insights and useful applications to the psychology of a crisis, they

do not seem to focus on how people react to certain kinds of information outside of a

specific danger. My model explores how incentive misalignments can be calculated and

rehashed to keep the authority’s reputation positive.
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Chapter 3

Background Examples

It would be beneficial, before delving into the model, for us to see some real-world

examples when a disaster was forecasted, and what the government’s action to inform

the public was. These examples show us how the public can be persuaded to leave or

stay based on the amount of information they are given. Additionally, we see how the

government’s credibility was either strengthened or weakened as a result of the public’s

welfare.

In October 2007, a chemical plant in Apex, North Carolina, which handled an assortment

of industrial wastes, paints, solvents, pesticides and weed killers, exploded and resulted

in some 17,000 people evacuating.

It was di"cult to get information regarding the details out of the company soon after

the explosion. In an interview soon following the disaster, the company spokesman,

Robert Doyle, was asked questions like, ”What happened?” ”Was the fire because of the

6 violations [dealing with the company practices]?” and ”If your company submits lists

of chemicals to the EPA, why do local o"cials not know exactly which chemicals are

present?” He answered many of these questions as vaguely as possible with answers such

as ”It is really di"cult to determine what happened,” and ”The spokesperson doesn’t

believe the fire has any correlation with this event - at least until they find out more

about the situation and what caused it (wordpress.com 2006).”

After the explosion, the city encouraged about half of the city’s residents to leave, but

only urged the others to avoid traveling downtown. As the chemicals continued to spread

into the air, many stayed in Apex and sought shelter in schools and hotels. Even though

the fire started around 10 pm, some families did not choose to evacuate until 3 am

because they ”didn’t really know what was going on.” Beth Roach, a resident of Apex,
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claimed that ”Ultimately, that’s what made our decision to leave. It was the unknown

(Hartsoe 2006).”

It appears that the lack of specifics and the resulting vague information regarding the

explosion’s severity helped convince people to leave. While it seems absurd that a

disaster authority would intentionally withhold information so that people would assume

the worst and leave, nonetheless, as a result of the vague severity of the explosion people

left because they feared for their lives. These people who left decided internally that the

implicit severity of the situation was above the risk level they were willing to tolerate.

You may ask why the people did not get a hard order to leave. It would have been foolish

for the chemical company to flat out say, ”You all are going to die, you should leave

now,” because then no one would let the company build in their city again. Additionally,

mandatory evacuations can become extremely costly for society (Dilmener 2007). This

kind of action would only be justified if the future cash flows from future factories would

have been less than the fines and civil suits from those a!ected, but how authorities

calculate s and their payo!s are not topics discussed in this paper.

If someone had stayed and been alright, then those in charge would have appeared to

cry wolf. We will see an example demonstrating that problem later in an example with

Hurricane Gustav. In this case, there were consequences to what kind of information or

kind of warning was released, whether it was human life, credibility, or future business

responsibility. The Apex, North Carolina chemical fire was a disaster in which vague

information (and maybe a healthy dose of pessimism) brought about a positive benefit.

When people do not know enough about the danger of a situation (or are told nothing

at all), at times they may assume the worst and then try to leave at once. While this

perceived danger is sometimes warranted, other times when one assumes the worst they

do not calculate their personal risk correctly and may feel more in danger than they

really are. In the Apex example, it makes sense that if everyone in town was extremely

pessimistic, and there was any doubt in their mind that they would be safe in Apex, then

they would all leave. While this is hypothetical, there are other real-world examples,

primarily taken from hurricane evacuations, when people assumed the worst and tried

to all leave at once. The citizens ended up panicked when they did not really need to be,

and they incurred costs to themselves by leaving. As a result, the notification agency

appeared inept, despite its good intentions.

In September 2005, Hurricane Rita made her way to the Gulf of Mexico and into the

Houston metro area. Evacuations were issued for specific parts of Houston because the

storm was not expected to drastically a!ect all sectors of the city. Regardless, Interstate

45 became gridlocked because too many people tried to leave the city at once. Many

who evacuated Houston were not supposed to, and caused a phenomenon known as
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”shadow evacuation.” As referenced from Reuben Goldblatt, shadow evacuation occurs

when people outside the area of a hurricane evacuate because they assume they will be

a!ected by the storm. Because too many people evacuate at once, there may not be

ample means for those who will be a!ected to leave (Goldblatt 2004).

Shadow evacuations are a example of where people are unsure of how a situation will

a!ect them, and as a result, they assume the worst and leave out of fear because their

perceived risk of being harmed is above what they will tolerate given that they stay. Dan

Feldstein and Matt Stiles of the Houston Chronicle wrote that, ”Hurricane planners have

a little ditty that goes, ’run from the water, hide from the wind.’ The biggest problem

in Houston’s painful evacuation last week was that perhaps a million people, almost

half of those who left, ran from the wind (Feldstein & Stiles 2005).” Hurricane Rita

demonstrated that people who do not completely understand the true severity of an event

may jump to a conclusion and act accordingly. More importantly, however, Hurricane

Rita’s over-evacuation demonstrates that when people assume the worst, the slightest

thing can make them leave unless they are told that they will not perish. Because people

ended up unhappy and frustrated, the government was left to deal with the extra people

on the road, and was blamed for ine"ciency, and its credibility was damaged. This is

considered a low payo! to the government. Additionally, had a hurricane come across

the congested highway and caused casualties, the government might have had to spend

a lot of extra money, and incurred a lower payo!.

In the Apex, North Carolina and Houston evacuations, we saw instances when vague

information regarding the severity of the scenario induced people to leave a dangerous

situation. But can incomplete information at times induce people to stay, given one

assumes the true severity is lower than their tolerance for risk? In Hurricane Katrina,

maybe one of the greatest natural disasters of our time, many people did not leave the

city because they did not completely understand what was going on. Others did not

leave because they simply could not be made to. But for those who were ill-informed,

the risk of the storm did not appear high enough in order to induce them to leave. It

is safe to say that part of Hurricane Katrina’s 1,836 casualties were the result of non-

transparent information being given to people who were not pessimistic about the storm.

There had been much research done on the e!ects of a hurricane visiting New Orleans

and had people known exactly how much danger they were in, it is rational to assume

that they would have left. The following criticisms caused the government to rethink its

ways of communicating severity to its citizens.

Since the disaster, there have been strong criticisms regarding both the evacuation pro-

cess and the federal responses to the damages. Former head of the US emergency agency

Michael Brown said that the levees in New Orleans had not been upgraded to deal with
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the most powerful hurricanes (Davis 2005). In an article from the Houston Chronicle,

New Orleans was predicted in 2001 to only be able to accommodate 250,000 evacuees.

Thus, in the event of a hurricane, those who were not able to evacuate would face immi-

nent peril from the flooding and other negative e!ects. To add insult to injury, in August

2001, FEMA ranked a hurricane scenario one of three most likely disasters. Included in

this list were a terrorist attack on New York City and an earthquake in San Francisco

(New America Foundation 2005). ”We understood exactly what was going on with the

levees. And we knew that the levees were dangerous (Davis 2005).” Following the hur-

ricane, criticisms by celebrities, Mayor Ray Nagin, and the general public in the media

not only questioned the e!ectiveness of the federal authority, but the federal authority’s

motives and possible biases (Alfano 2005).

These known factors present a strong case in favor of the idea that because someone

stayed in New Orleans to weather out Katrina, they did not quite understand how much

danger they were in, and they took an optimistic view on the event. I.e., they were

assuming they could survive after receiving incomplete information. Because people

died in hurricane Katrina, the authority in charge of evacuating and keeping people who

stayed safe was criticized. Given the vague information, even though this time some

stayed in New Orleans because they assumed things weren’t as bad, this optimistic

attitude had changed by the time Hurricane Gustav arrived in 2008.

After hurricane Katrina, residents of New Orleans were on high alert to avoid being

caught in a similar storm. Additionally, FEMA was under a lot of pressure to make sure

that as many people as possible were safe from this storm. As a result, New Orleans was

evacuated for Hurricane Gustav, and preparations were taken to avoid another Katrina

(Fiore 2008).

Looking to improve their record in front of the general public, FEMA took a more

serious approach by forecasting the severity of the hurricane as very high. Hurricane

Gustav was characterized as being ”very serious.” Additionally, a meteorologist at the

National Hurricane Center in Miami said that not leaving would be ”certain death”

(Drye 2008). The hurricane was predicted with 29% probability to be greater than or

equal to a category 3 by the time it hit New Orleans (mensnewsdaily.com 2008), but by

the time the hurricane hit American soil in Louisiana, it had fallen to a category 2 and

later dropped to a category 1 in the same day. The hurricane that was supposed to be

as bad as Katrina turned out to be a weak storm.

With two million people evacuated, many were upset at the ruckus that was raised

without a high realized severity. In an article from the Times-Picayne that is no longer

available, writer James O’Byrne writes that ”The next time, my family will stay...So

every evacuation becomes an implicit contract between the o"cials and the public. You
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tell us the truth, and the risks as the scientists and forecasters see it. We’ll try to make

good decisions for the sake of our families (O’Byrne 2008).”

In the case of Hurricane Gustav, the authority used incomplete information in order to

urge everyone to leave so that they would not be accused of the same mistake, playing

down the severity, that they made during hurricane Katrina. Because these evacuees

incurred a personal cost to themselves without needing to, those in charge lost further

credibility. When a population is more hesitant to leave, and because FEMA cannot lie

about the severity of a storm, they may have to hide a storm’s true severity and make

it seem worse than it is in order to make sure that people leave if FEMA calculates that

they need to. Next time a large storm is forecasted, it will be interesting to see what

the citizens do in preparation for it.

Even though hurricane Katrina showed the FEMA that not getting enough people out

of a dangerous zone would damage their credibility, Hurricane Gustav showed that a

governing authority will be criticized for ”crying wolf” when it over-exaggerates the

severity of a possible disaster, people leave, and there is less damage than expected.

Couldn’t the government just be specific and avoid all this trouble and criticism? Per-

haps vague information use is best exemplified by the terrorist watch level of the Depart-

ment of Homeland Security, and justly so. When the Department of Homeland Security

releases a threat level of a terrorist attack, they do not release it as a specific probability,

e.g. ”this is the probability that you will be on a plane that is hi-jacked today.” Instead,

they say the risk of a terrorist attack is one of the following categories: Severe: ”severe

risk of terrorist attacks,” High: ”high risk of terrorist attacks,” Elevated: ”significant

risk of terrorist attacks,” Guarded: ”general risk of terrorist attacks,” Low: ”low risk

of terrorist attacks (DHS 2008).” Today the threat level is a yellow, and has been that

way since 2006. In fact, the only time this level went up to red was once back in 2006

because Britain was at risk for terrorist attacks. Are we the public, however, supposed

to infer that orange means that there is a .25% probability my plane will be hi-jacked,

or is it a .0025% chance? Does it really matter? The color-severity system allows us to

play along with our own measurement methods and equate a color to our risk tolerance

level by assigning our own calculated probability to the event.

While some may believe that it is in their best interest that the Department of Homeland

Security releases every bit of information regarding national security, this may not be

good after all. Even though the color system keeps us in the dark about what exactly is

going on, the vague information inevitably keeps the airline industry in business, because

if we had access to everything, then people may not ever fly on an airplane because they

might not understand what is truly dangerous. Additionally, some people might not

take a 1% risk seriously if it was serious, and if people’s incentives were not realigned to
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the DHS’, then something tragic could happen and the airline industry would be blamed

for not being safe enough. This will be better explained as we examine the model.

Because the government has its own incentives, it must release its own expected risk of

the terrorist attack as an abstract range so that people can make their choice based on a

less specific scale. For example, if Sally does not want to fly when she hears the risk of an

attack somewhere in the US is ”high,” she doesn’t have to. But if ”high” to the authority

is 25% and 25% is not high to Sally, her choices will not be aligned with the authority’s

incentives. Then if something happens, people will question the authority’s credibility

in assigning severities. By using a qualitative and vague description of severity, the

on-looker is given the opportunity to decide what is ”high” to himself. As a side note,

because most people are relatively optimistic about their chances of surviving a flight,

when citizens are given vague information about the risk of a terrorist attack, they

usually assume it is not that high, or they would have been told more. This is why the

DHS’ terrorist watch system works well for keeping people informed but does not curtail

the airline industry’s business. So how should an authority use information to increase

its expected payout (credibility)? Let us take a look at my model.
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Model

4.1 Model Introduction

My model in this paper was created from scratch with the help of my advisor, Dr.

Huseyin Yildirim. It assumes that people seek their own best interest an desire to

maximize their expected payo!.

When people are faced with possible danger, people respond by looking for some sort

of information so that they can calculate their chances of survival. After one calculates

their own chances of survival, they have two options: they can either leave or stay. If

there is less than transparent information available, then people begin to make their

decision to leave or stay based on their own personal pessimism or optimism.

When someone evacuates, then they incur a personal cost due to the stress of believing

that they may lose whatever is left behind. We assume, in this first set of cases, that this

cost of anxiety and leaving is balanced out by staying alive. Thus the evacuee receives

zero net payo!. If someone leaves and nothing happens, then they still receive zero net

payo!.

If the person stays and nothing happens, however, then they do not incur this anxious

personal cost and do not have the hazard of packing up what they can carry, worrying

about leaving their home, etc. Thus the citizen is happy and he receives a high payo!.

If the citizen stays, however, and a disaster occurs, then he will receive a low payo!.

Based on these payo!s, citizens will make their decision at what point they should leave

or stay, and then wait for news (or no news) from the authority.

For the sake of clarity, let us define ”staying” as the act of taking a risk such as riding

on a plane, remaining invested in the stock market, or remaining in a disaster area.
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”Leaving” is considered the less risky of the two decisions, such as not flying, selling a

security, or fleeing from a disaster area.

In the scenario, the authority is allowed to release information about s as a discrete

severity, ŝ, in the form of a low, medium, or high severity. The authority can also choose

to release vague information by saying that ŝ is ”not high,” ”not low,” ”not medium,”

or nothing at all. The citizens then respond by calculating their own estimate of ŝ,

denoted by s!. We observe that s! will di!er from ŝ only when the authority releases

vague information or no information at all.

Let us assume there is a governing agency and a homogenous group of people who

act the same way. In our scenario, there has been some sort of incident that requires

investigation, such as a chemical spill, a ship engine malfunction, or an approaching

storm.

4.2 Governing Authority

When the authority investigates the incident, it calculates the severity of the incident

to be

s ! {sL, sM , sH}, where 0 < sL < sM < sH < 1.

The governing agency releases this s as ŝ. As discussed earlier, s might not equal ŝ

when the authority is being vague, but ŝ(s) " {sL, sM , sH}.

The authority can receive one of two payo!s in this case, based on whether or not the

citizen is happy in the end. If the authority releases ŝ and the citizen leaves, and then

a disaster occurs, then the authority receives the positive payo! BH . If the citizens do

not evacuate and a disaster happens, then the authority receives the payo! BL, where

BL < BH . If citizens leave, and then nothing happens, then the governing agency re-

ceives BL. If citizens stay and there is no disaster then the authority receives payo!

BH .

Disaster
Yes No

Citizens Leave BH BL

Stay BL BH

Table 4.1: Payo! for the Agency
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4.3 Citizens

The citizens are rational and maximize their expected payo!, given the information they

receive from the authority. When the citizen receives ŝ he forms his own belief of what

the severity is, s! ! ŝ(s). s! only di!ers from s when the citizen is not given complete

information because the citizen will either assume the worst or the best about what s

is.

The citizens can receive one of three possible payo!s when they decide to leave or stay.

They will receive VH if they stay and there is no disaster; they will receive V0 if they

leave (regardless of outcome), which we normalize to V0 = 0. They will receive VL if

they stay and a disaster occurs.

The citizens’ expected payo!s are as follows:

Ustay = s!VL + (1# s!)VH

Uleave = s!V0 = 0

Note that citizens maximize the expected utility on their own calculation of s and s!.

Thus, it is possible for the citizen to miscalculate s! and pick the wrong action, making

both them and the government worse o!.

The citizen leaves if Uleave > Ustay, i.e. by solving for s! in the inequality.

s! > VH
VH"VL

$ s! >
1

1# VL
VH! "# $

(critical s)

That is to say, that a citizen will leave when s! (his understood severity of the dis-

aster) is greater than his high payo!, divided by the di!erence of the high and low

payo!s. The citizen will stay when s! % 1

1" VL
VH

. The higher that VH is compared to

VL, the lower the range of s! that the citizen will leave for. Note that VL is a negative

number, so VL
VH

will always be negative. In the case when VL is & 0, the citizen always

stays. This is a trivial, however. Thus, unless VL = 0, a citizen will leave for an s! < 1.

We notice some interesting properties about s!. The first, is that it is entirely determined

by the ratio of the low and high payo!s, and not the governing agency’s information

release. This means that the citizen already has made up his mind regarding what his
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maximum risk tolerance is, and therefore the governing agency’s release will induce him

to either leave or stay.

After laying out the citizen’s critical s!, we can simulate the a citizen’s decisions based on

whether they are pessimistic or optimistic, and then we can figure out how the authority

should choose to release information so that it maximizes its payo!.

15



Chapter 5

You Are Probably Asking

Yourself...

It might be a good idea to step back for a second and justify our assumptions with real

world common sense. First, in our model we assume that every action the citizen takes is

voluntary. How can we justify the assumption that the authority cannot physically make

someone leave or stay? In America, people are rarely forced out of their homes or put

under house arrest (unless they are being arrested) because people consider it a strike

against their liberty when the government forces them to do anything. Considering the

government does not want any bad press regarding their evacuation measures, they give

people the choice to evacuate. Thus, if the government really believes that someone

should leave, they must convince them to leave on their own accord. ”How?” you ask.

The authority can do this by not releasing the exact severity s.

The authority uses incomplete information, not telling the citizen everything it knows, to

play o! the citizens pessimism or optimism in order to induce a behavior that (hopefully)

aligns with the authority’s goals. We saw this was the case in many of my previously

mentioned examples. While the authority does not know everything, it still knows more

than the casual observer, and this extra information allows them to choose what to

disclose so that the people will hopefully do as would be in its best interests.

”But doesn’t the authority have the citizens’ best interest in mind? Wouldn’t they

tell the citizen everything so they could make an educated calculation as to whether or

not they should leave?” The answer to whether the government has its citizens’ best

interest in mind is ”yes,” but let’s face it, people do not always trust the government.

Additionally, the government has a lot more to worry about than one person. There are

many other programs and issues of national security that must be taken into account

and balanced if the government is going to run an entire nation e"ciently. If someone

16
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ignores an evacuation order, then the government must dip into its pockets in order to

rescue them, and that takes extra time, e!ort, and money. So while one person only

has their personal costs in mind, the government has to look at the big picture. As it

appears, this can lead to coordination problems between the government and its citizens,

and therefore one party must correct for the misalignment of incentives.

As mentioned, there is a misalignment of incentives that the government must take into

account when it releases information to its citizens. The misalignment of incentives is

where a need for vague information originates from. Look at Figures 1 and 2 in the

Appendix and notice how in Figure 2, there is an overlap between the regions of the

citizen’s ”stay” range, and the government’s ”leave” region. The region where the citizen

wants to stay overlaps with the region where the government wants the citizen to leave.

It is this region of tension that the government must use vague information in order

to play o! a citizen’s pessimism or optimism in order to get them to follow its desired

action. If vague information is not used, then the citizen will not do what the government

wants it to do and the government (and quite possibly the citizen) could receive a low

payo!. When these ranges do not overlap, as seen in Figure 1, the government can

release transparent information and not worry about the citizens doing something that

may not award it a good payo!.

We make two key assumptions. The first is that the government knows that, given a

certain kind of disaster, whether its citizens are optimistic or pessimistic. Additionally,

the government knows for what level of ŝ the citizen will leave for. While these assump-

tions might seem generous, these are what polls and demographic research are used for.

Given a sample population, the government can establish a confidence index so that it

can predict how its citizens may react to di!erent actions. For example, companies like

the Gallop Polls make their money o! modeling consumer confidence, the citizens’ confi-

dence in the President, etc. When the indices predict things incorrectly, however, there

may be coordination problems. For this model, however, we assume the government has

perfect information.

17



Chapter 6

Symmetric Payo! Simulations

6.1 Best Case Scenario: Citizen Pessimism

For our the first scenario, let us start by restating a few assumptions. The first is that

the governing agency cannot release any false information. Thus, if the governing agency

decides that s = h, then they cannot release ŝ as m or l. The governing agency, however,

may choose to release information as ”not high,” ”not low,” ”not medium,” or it may

choose to release no information at all. We will denote a ”not high” information release

as sc
H , ”not low” information release as sc

L, and ”not medium” information release as

sc
M . In this scenario, we assume that the citizen is pessimistic. Thus, when the authority

releases vague information, the citizen will always assume the highest severity out of a

given subset of ŝ.

We assume the following inequality regarding the citizen’s caution and maximum risk

tolerance:

sH > 1

1" VL
VH

> sM > sL

While we do not know a citizen’s s!, we do know how a citizen will react to the words,

”high,” ”low,” and ”medium.” As we calculated in the previous section, 1

1" VL
VH

, is the

point at which the citizen decides to either leave or stay. If ŝ > 1

1" VL
VH

, then the citizen

will choose to leave. If ŝ % 1

1" VL
VH

, then he will choose to stay. We assume that because

1

1" VL
VH

> sM , the citizen is less cautious, and thus he will leave for a smaller range of ŝ.

Given a subset of ŝ, the only information that will make the citizen leave is sH .

In each scenario, there are several outcomes we must evaluate. We must find the gov-

erning agency’s courses of action given its calculation of s. If it calculates the severity
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of s, and classifies s = sH , then the authority has the choice of releasing the follow-

ing information. Remember that when the citizen is not told explicitly what s is, he

will assume it is sH . Thus in the case of vague information the citizen classifies s! = sH :

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL} $ the citizen leaves (calculates s! = sH by assump-

tion) $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = sH: {sH}$ the citizen leaves $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = scL: {sM , sH}$ the citizen leaves $
Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL.

Release ŝ = scM: {sH , sL}$ the citizen leaves $
Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL.

As a check, we calculate the condition that sH is low enough to where the govern-

ing agency will not benefit from people leaving.

Uagency;leave > Uagency;leave

sHBH + (1# sH)BL > sHBH + (1# sH)BL

This condition gives us that 0 > 0. This contradiction implies that when s = sH ,

then there will never be an incentive for the governing agency to question whether or

not a citizen should stay. While this result seems trivial it reassures us that when the

government has no incentive for the citizen to leave, it would not try to convince them

to leave. This is an instance of a corner solution. The government’s expected payo! is

the highest in this situation.

Result:

ŝ(sH)!{{sH}, {sM , sH}, {sL, sM , sH}, {sH , sL}}'sH .

It does not matter what information the authority releases, because the citizen will

always assume the worst and will choose to leave, because he is a pessimist.

If the governing agency classifies s = sM , it can release the following information:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $
Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Release ŝ = sM: {sM}$ citizen stays (sM < 1

1" VL
VH

) $

Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = scH: {sM , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH
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Release ŝ = scL: {sM , sH}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Now we compute the condition when it is profitable for the authority if the citizen leaves:

Uagency;leave > Uagency;stay

sMBH + (1# sM )BL > sMBL + (1# sM )BH

sM (BH #BL) > (1# sM )(BH #BL)

2sM > 1

sM > 1
2

Result:

ŝ(sM )!{{sM , sH}, {sH , sM , sL}} if sM > 1
2 .

Otherwise, ŝ(sM )!{{sM}, {sM , sL}} if sM % 1
2 .

This implies that the government expects a higher payo! when the citizen leaves if

the authority explicitly calculates sM > 1
2 . The government predicts a higher payo!

when the citizen stays if it explicitly calculates sM % 1
2 . We do not know how the

government calculates s however, because that information is endogenous.

Having looked at the possible payo!s for the governing agency, we draw the conclusions

that if sM > 1
2 , then it expects the highest profit if it stays in silence or releases ŝ = sc

L.

If sM % 1
2 , then it should release ŝ = sM or sc

H . Under our assumptions, the citizen will

choose to stay, because 1

1" VL
VH

> sM . Releasing these kinds of information maximizes

the authority’s expected payo!.

If the governing agency classifies s = sL, it has the following choices for releasing infor-

mation:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $
Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

Release ŝ = sL: {sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = scH: {sM , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

As we did in the first two cases, we want to find out at what sL is it more profitable for

the authority if the citizen leaves, and what action they should take given their calcula-

tion of sL.

ULeave > UStay
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sLBH + (1# sL)BL > U = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

sL > 1
2

Result:

ŝ(sL)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sH , sL}} for sL > 1
2 .

Otherwise, ŝ(sL)!{{sL}, {sM , sL}} for sL % 1
2

Thus, if the governing agency calculates sL > 1
2 then they should either release ”noth-

ing” or ŝ = sc
M so that the citizen assumes the worst and leave.

If the governing agency calculates sL % 1
2 , then they should either release ŝ = sL, sc

H

because the citizen will choose to stay.

6.2 Extension of Base Case: A More Cautious Citizen

In this section, we hold the same assumptions about the citizen’s pessimism (the citizen

assumes the worst given vague information) and the governing agency’s honesty, but

we will make one change. We modify the inequality that allowed us to determine the

citizen’s tipping point.

Assumption:

sH > sM > 1

1" VL
VH

> sL

Now if the citizen is told that ŝ = sM , then he will choose to leave because sM is

higher than his critical s. Let’s see how a more cautious citizen will react to the same

kinds of released information.

If the authority classifies s = sH , they can release the following information:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $
Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = sH : {sH}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = scL : {sH , sM} citizen leaves $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL} citizen leaves $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Result:

ŝ(sH)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sH}, {sH , sM}, {sH , sL}} ' sH
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If the authority classifies s = sM , it can release the following information:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $
Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Release ŝ = sM : {sM}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Release ŝ = scL : {sM , sH}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Release ŝ = scH : {sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Result:

ŝ(sM )!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sH}, {sH , sM}, {sM , sL}} ' sH

As we can see, it again does not matter what the authority calculates ŝ to be nu-

merically if it falls into its ”sM” range, because the citizen will always leave due to the

inequality assumption: sH > sM > 1

1" VL
VH

> sL

If the governing agency classifies s = sL it can release the following information:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $
Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

Release ŝ = sL: {sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = scH : {sM , sL}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

Result:

ŝ(sL)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sM , sL}, {sH , sL}} for sL > 1
2

Otherwise, ŝ(sL)!{sL} for sL % 1
2 .

The governing agency maximizes its profit if it releases nothing, sc
H , or sc

M when sL > 1
2 .

It is more profitable for a citizen to stay if sL % 1
2 , and the governing agency should

then release ŝ = sL.

6.3 Summary and Inferences from Pessimism

It can be noted that when the citizen is very cautious and pessimistic, there is very little

that the authority can do in terms of vague information to keep him from leaving. Why

does this happen? This happens because there is a tension between what the citizen

deems as dangerous and what the authority deems as dangerous. In cases where the

government’s lowest possible severity is still higher than the citizen’s tolerance for risk,
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however, there will be a trivial solution, such that no information can keep him in the

town. This makes sense in real world application, because there are crises such as the

9/11 terrorist attacks where everyone fled out of terror, despite how the government was

doing its best to keep things under control. In some instances, mass pandemonium is

unavoidable. The more interesting cases are those where ŝ = sM , and vague information

has an impact on how people react.

As mentioned, the numerical value of s does not matter in cases when the citizen always

leaves (or stays), because its e!ect is perceived by the citizens as being high (or low)

enough to leave (or stay). Perfect transparency exists here and s could be released

explicitly, but it does not have to be because the chances of s = s! are very low. When

the ranges of the citizen’s critical s! and the government’s critical s overlap, incentives

are misaligned. When the regions do not overlap too much, in these cases the government

can use vague information to induce the citizen to do what it wants.

From the previously demonstrated case, under the citizen’s optimism/pessimism/caution

levels, the government’s best interest in receiving a high payo! is when a citizen will

leave in all circumstances, i.e. when s is perceived by the government to be ”high.”

As the range between the government’s and the citizen’s tipping points (critical s and

s!) increases, however, the need for vague information increases in order for both the

government and citizens to maximize their expected payo!s. The key is what low,

medium, and high mean to the government and citizens. When these definitions do not

mean the same thing, misalignment of incentives occurs and information transparency

cannot exist if the government is to maximize its expected payo!.

This misalignment occurs because the citizen does not know exactly what discrete num-

bers the government’s low, medium, and high severities cover. Ideally, the citizen would

take on faith that a low severity for the government falls into their range of a low severity.

Since this does not normally happen, however, the government must use vague infor-

mation in order to induce their desired behavior. We see this in the example with the

Homeland Security color-warning system. Please see figures 1 and 2 in the Appendix for

a graph concerning the overlapping ranges and the tensions between the government’s

and citizen’s incentives to leave/stay.

6.4 Base Case Under Optimistic Beliefs

In the first section, we assumed that when the authority released vague information, the

citizen would assume the worst. Let us now allow the citizen to assume the best when

vague information is released. We continue our assumption that the authority can be
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vague about s, but it cannot lie.

Assumptions:

1) The citizen will assume the lowest severity given vague set of ŝ.

2) sH > 1

1" VL
VH

> sM > sL

Thus our citizen is optimistic and not very cautious.

If the authority calculates s and classifies s = sH , then the following information can be

released:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen stays (optimistic assumption) $ Uagency =

sHBL + (1# sH)BH

Release ŝ = sH : {sH}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = scL : {sM , sH}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sHBL + (1# sH)BH

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sHBL + (1# sH)BH

ULeave > UStay

sHBH + (1# sH)BL > sHBL + (1# sH)BH

sH > 1
2

Result:

ŝ(sH)!{sH} for sH > 1
2 .

Otherwise, ŝ(sH)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sM , sH}, {sH , sL}} for sH % 1
2 .

Thus when the governing agency calculates sH > 1
2 , they should release sH , but when

sH % 1
2 , they should say nothing or release ŝ = sc

L, sc
M .

If the governing agency calculates s = sM , they may release the following informa-

tion:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen stays $
Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = sM: {sM}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = scH: {sM , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = scL: {sM , sH}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH
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Result:

ŝ(sM )!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sM}, {sH , sM}, {sM , sL}}'sM .

As we can see from the citizen’s possible actions, whenever the authority calculates

s = sM , the citizen will always stay, given their optimism.

If the authority calculates s = sL, then the following information can be released:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen stays $
Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = sL : {sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = scH : {sM , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Result:

ŝ(sL)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sL}, {sM , sL}, {sH , sL}}'sL.

We see that because the citizen assumes the best of the possible choices, he will al-

ways choose to stay. Thus, it does not matter what ŝ the governing agency releases.

Here we have another corner solution, and given the government’s calculation of s, and

its classification of s as ”low,” we determine that this situation best benefits the gov-

ernment and the citizens. There is no need for vague information, but it may be used

anyway.

6.5 An Optimistic but More Cautious Citizen

Change in Assumption:

sH > sM > 1

1+
VL
VH

> sL

Let us see how the citizen’s choices and the authority’s pay o!s will change when we

assume that the citizen is optimistic but is more cautious.

If the governing agency calculates s and then classifies s = sH , the following actions

are possible:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen stays $
Uagency = sHBL + (1# sH)BH
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Release ŝ = sH : {sH}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = scL : {sH , sM}$ citizen leaves (because sM > 1

1+
VL
VH

) $

Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sHBL + (1# sH)BH

Result:

ŝ(sH)!{{sH}, {sH , sM}} for sH > 1
2 .

ŝ(sH)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sH , sL}} for sH % 1
2 .

Thus, the authority should release ŝ = sH or sc
L when sH > 1

2 , and should release

nothing or ŝ = sc
M when it calculates sH % 1

2 .

If the governing agency calculates s = sM , then the following actions are possible:

Release nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen stays $
Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = sM : {sM}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Release ŝ = scH : {sM , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sMBL + (1# sM )BH

Release ŝ = scL : {sH , sM}$ citizen leaves $ Uagency = sMBH + (1# sM )BL

Result:

ŝ(sM )!{{sM}, {sH , sM}} for sM > 1
2 .

ŝ(sM )!{{sM , sL}, {sH , sM , sL}} for sM % 1
2 .

Thus, the authority should release ŝ = sM or sc
L when sM > 1

2 , and should release

nothing or ŝ = sc
H when it calculates sM % 1

2 .

If the governing agency calculates s = sL, the following information releases and payo!s

are possible:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}$ citizen stays $
Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = sL : {sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = scH : {sM , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = scM : {sH , sL}$ citizen stays $ Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Result:

ŝ(sL)!{{sH , sM , sL}, {sL}, {sM , sL}, {sH , sL}}'sL.
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Because the citizen assumes the best case whenever the governing agency releases infor-

mation, when s = sL, the citizen will stay regardless of the information released. Thus,

the governing agency can say whatever they want and know that they will receive their

maximum payo!.

6.6 Summary and Inferences from Citizen Optimism

The optimistic cases followed very closely to the results of the pessimistic cases except

for vague information led the citizens to stay instead of leave. The key thing to be noted

again from the basic cases is that vague information is necessary when the government’s

numerical definition of a certain severity is not equal to the citizen’s numerical definition

of a severity. For example, if the government believes that 40% is medium, but the citizen

believes that 60% is medium, then there will be a misalignment and as previously noted,

the government must use vague information in order to get them to assume the worst.

In our story, definitions appear to be the most important thing. These areas of tension

usually occur when the government calculates the severity of an event to be ”medium.”

This makes intuitive sense because these middle areas do not necessarily merit a certain

kind of strategy. People usually leave for a high a severity and stay for a low severity.

It should also be observed, that saying nothing is rarely the best idea. If the government

can say nothing, the model shows that it can usually achieve the same expected payo!

by saying something vague. While it is not reflected in the model, one can see that if

something goes awry, people may think that the government at least tried to steer them

in the right direction by saying something, and its credibility might not su!er as much.
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Chapter 7

Di!erentiated Payo! Model

7.1 Di!erentiated Payo! Structure for the Authority

In my model thus far, I have let the authority’s payo!s be rather simplistic, meaning

that it receives a high payo! for a ”success” and a low payo! for a ”failure.” Let us see

what happens when we separate the authority’s payo!s, so that they receive di!erent

magnitude payo!s for each possible outcome. This change in assumption makes more

sense with the real-world examples where people are slightly annoyed when they evacuate

when they don’t need to, and are very upset when they stay behind and are caught in

a hurricane, for instance.

Let us reclassify the authority’s payo!s in the following manner in order to see how the

government’s incentives change. Instead of an authority receiving a high payo! for any

success, and receiving a low payo! for any failure, let us place a unique payo! to the

event that there is a disaster and the citizens leave and another payo! to the event that

there is no disaster and the citizens stay. We then assign a unique payo! to the event

that there is no disaster and citizens leave, and finally the last payo! is assigned to the

event when there is a disaster and people do not leave.

For the sake of our math, we will not impose the condition BH & bH & BL & bL, because

the lowest s we could have would be s = 1
2 , which would not make much sense.

Disaster
Yes No

Citizens Leave BH BL

Stay bL bH

Table 7.1: New Payo!s for the Agency
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In the symmetric payo! case, we saw that it was profitable for the authority if people

left when the severity of the event was greater than 1
2 , and it was profitable for the

authority if people stay when the severity is less than 1
2 . This for all practical purposes

made their incentives unbiased. Given the incentives are separated now, let us see for

which values of s it is most profitable for the authority if the citizens leave.

We set UAgency;Leave > UAgency;Stay:

s ( (BH) + (1# s)BL > (1# s)(bH) + s ( (bL)

s ( (BH) + (BL)# s ( (BL) > bH # s ( (bH) + s ( (bL)

s ( (BH + bH #BL # bL) > bH #BL

s > bH"BL
(BH+bH"BL"bL)

s > bH"BL
(BH"BL+bH"bL)

Let us set #0 = (bH #BL) and #1 = (BH # bL)

Thus s > !0
!0+!1

.

The authority wants the citizens to leave when it calculates s > !0
!0+!1

and wants the

citizens to stay when it calculates s % !0
!0+!1

.

What does this result mean? We find that when there is any separation in the payo!s,

the authority’s motives can be influenced in the sense that the s they want citizens

to leave for may not be s > 1
2 . Our new assumption of di!erent payo! magnitudes

makes sense, because in the real-world, one is typically ”rewarded” by di!erent mag-

nitude payo!s which correspond with di!erent levels of success or failure. While the

authority is supposed to simply calculate objectively whether a group should leave or

stay, and avoid being biased because of incentives, we see in this case that when there

are di!erent payo!s, the authority may be influenced to induce certain behavior based

on their own expected payo!s because the authority’s threshold for risk is determined

by the magnitude of the payo!s.

We can derive some economic importance from this result, and make sense of it by

applying it to di!erent scenarios. #1 is the di!erence in payo!s given there is a disaster,

and #0 is the di!erence in payo!s given there is not a disaster. What does it mean

when #1 > #0? When this occurs, we see that the range of s that the government

wants the citizens to leave for is higher than 1
2 . This means that the higher the disparity

between #1 and #0, the more that the government conditions its critical s on the idea

there there may be a serious disaster, and that people should leave. We see that when

#0 = #1, our critical s reduces to 1
2 .
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Di!erentiated Payo! Model

Let us look at some real-world examples so that this concept makes more sense. Say

#1 >> #0, the authority’s critical s will be low, so it incentivizes the authority to have

people leave for a higher range of s. Hurricane Gustav is a great example. Because of

Hurricane Katrina, it was crucial that the citizens of New Orleans left because if there

was a storm, the federal government would receive praise for its evacuation measures.

At the same time, if people stayed and there was a storm, then they would be heavily

criticized. Looking at the payo! conditioned on a disaster not happening, while some

citizens were annoyed because there was not a storm amidst all the evacuations, this

consequence seemed to be far outweighed by the possible benefits. Thus, the citizens

were strongly encouraged to leave.

If #1 < #0, then we see that the government is going to condition s on the idea that

there might not be a dangerous event, and the range of s the government wants citizens

to leave for will be lower (less than 1
2). For humor’s sake, let’s say there is the possibility

of an epidemic of foot odor. While an entire city could be evacuated just in case,

the annoyance of the people being evacuated for such a small thing would probably

not outweigh the di!erence in the payo!s for people staying if there actually was an

epidemic of foot odor. Thus, the government’s leave-stay tipping point, critical s, would

be much closer to 1 and they would have to calculate the severity of an epidemic of

foot odor to the public to be very high before they would induce the citizens to leave.

Additionally, the cost of evacuating everyone out of the city might far outweigh the

benefit gained by keeping everyone safe from foot odor. We see that these separated

payo!s allows the government authority to concentrate and weigh its options with what

information to release based on the impact that a certain action or outcome could have

on its credibility.

This result is important because it allows the government to condition its ŝ on the

magnitude of the possible danger. If there is not a large incentive for the citizens to be

rescued or a large penalty for them su!ering, the government may be less inclined to

get them to leave. We can now see how vague information may be used if the citizen’s

critical s! is not aligned with the government’s critical s. While some might say ”Hey

this means the government is biased!” that might not be a bad thing if we were convinced

to leave a city every time there was a possible epidemic of foot odor with severity greater

than 1
2 .

As applied to the Department of Homeland Security, it might be better for citizens not to

get on a plane if the chance of them being attacked would be, say, greater than 10%. But

10% risk might not be strong enough for some people to detour their behavior. Looking

at this situation with my separated-payo!s model, we see how if the government and the

economy has a high expected payo! from people flying regularly, as opposed to a smaller
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Di!erentiated Payo! Model

credibility payo! they may receive for keeping people from flying (which may soon be

outweighed if people are constantly kept from flying), it would want the severity of a

possible attack to be very credible and considered ”high” before it encouraged people

to stop airline travel for a day.

The graph (Figure 5 in Appendix) pertains to the separated payo!s and shows us that

similar to our basic case, if there is an overlapping of regions then there will be a tension,

and thus vague information may be utilized by the government in order to get the citizens

to either leave or stay. It should also be noted, that when BH = bH and BL = bL, critical

s reduces to s = 1
2 as it was in our basic case.
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Chapter 8

Inferences and Conclusions

How does my model answer the research questions we originally set out to solve? Having

assumed that people respond better to words than a number, quantifiers of risk such as

”low,” ”medium,” and ”high” make people leave when a probability s might not. The

first question we posed was ”When will an authority release transparent information

regarding a possible disaster?” From our model, we see that an authority will release

ŝ = s (completely transparent information) when there is no overlapping of the range

in which a citizen will want to leave (critical s!) with its own range of when it wants

the citizen to leave. It is humorous, because this tells us the only time a citizen should

receive the true severity is when the government already knows that the citizen will do

what it wants.

This leads into our next question, ”Under what circumstances would an authority release

vague information?” We saw that when there is an overlapping of the government’s

’leaving range’ with the citizen’s staying range (or vice versa), there is a tension between

the government’s and the citizen’s incentives. In other words, we see that the government

will release vague information when the government’s maximum tolerance for severity

is overlapped by the citizen’s. As aforementioned and highlighted by figures in the

appendix, as these ranges increase, and there is greater uncertainty regarding how the

citizens will react given transparent information, the need for vague information increases

as well. Because the government has more things to worry about, and its responsible

for each citizen’s well-being, it uses vague information to realign the citizen’s incentives.

Lastly, we asked if the authority’s incentives to encourage people to leave or stay can

be biased with the payo!s, and the answer is yes. I mentioned earlier that #0 is the

di!erence between the payo!s given no disaster happens, and #1 is the di!erence in

payo! for a disaster happening. As the positive di!erence between the expected-disaster

and no-disaster payo!s (#1 and #0) increases, the range of s for which the government
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Inferences and Conclusions

wants the citizen to leave widens, making it appear that they are conditioning on a more

severe event. Likewise, if the di!erence between the staying payo!s is greater than the

leaving payo!s (#0 > #1), then the government has a lower range of s for which they

want the citizens to leave for. This is because the chance of a disaster and the payo!

from evacuating is not worth the cost if they are wrong. While some people may cry

that this is biased, we see, however, that this is not necessarily a bad thing because it

adds reasonability to the model. If people were supposed to evacuate when the severity

of any event was greater than 1
2 , then people would probably be evacuating their houses

for 1 out of every 2 crises (assuming a normal distribution). When the authority can

be influenced by payo!s, it keeps the citizens from becoming nomads. The separation

of payo!s makes the model more realistic, seeing as how someone is not rewarded with

the same payo! or penalty for a discrete success or failure.

We see that my model develops a good system for managing possible crises by dis-

tributing di!erent kinds of information based on the citizen’s pessimism or optimism.

It not only suggests when people should leave or stay a disaster area, but it also helps

determine how important a crisis could be handled in order to preserve/increase an au-

thority’s credibility. I believe that this model can be expanded upon in the future, with

regards to more specific and detailed ways of calculating payo!s. Additionally, more

sophisticated mathematical methods could be developed for flushing out what exactly

an authority’s high, medium, and low severities are probabilistically. From the citizen’s

perspective, my current model allows one to see when their understanding of a severity

di!ers from the government’s, but the citizen is never quite able to back out a magnitude

of the di!erence or a ball-park figure. It would be interesting to take this model and

develop it into a multi-staged game where the authority’s current credibility is factored

into their present-game payo!s.
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Uagency = sMBH + (1! sM)BL

Release ŝ = sM: {sM}" citizen stays (sM < 1

1! VL
VH

)"

Uagency = sMBL + (1! sM)BH

Release ŝ = sc
H: {sM , sL}" citizen stays " Uagency = sMBL + (1! sM)BH

Release ŝ = sc
L: {sM , sH}" citizen leaves" Uagency = sMBH +(1!sM)BL

Now we compute the condition where it is profitable for the authority if

the citizen leaves:

Uagency;leave > Uagency;stay

sMBH + (1! sM)BL > sMBL + (1! sM)BH

sM(BH !BL) > (1! sM)(BH !BL)

2sM > 1

sM > 1
2

Result:

ŝ(sM)!{{sM , sH}, {sH , sM , sL}} if sM > 1
2 .

Otherwise, ŝ(sM)!{{sM}, {sM , sL}} if sM # 1
2 .

This implies that the authority expects a higher payo! when the citizen

leaves if it calculates sM > 1
2 , and it calculates a higher payo! if the citizen

stays the authority calculates sM # 1
2 .

Having looked at the possible payo!s for the governing agency, we draw

the conclusions that if sM > 1
2 , then it expects the highest profit if it stays
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s=1/2

citizen will stay
citizen will leave

6 Citizens

The citizens are rational and maximize their expected payo!, given the infor-

mation they receive from the authority. When the governing agency releases

ŝ, they infer, s!.

The citizens can receive one of three possible payo!s when they decide to

leave or stay. They will receive VH if they stay and there is no crisis; they

will receive V0 if they leave (regardless of outcome), which we normalize to

V0 = 0. They will receive VL if they stay and a crisis occurs.

The citizens expected payo!s are as follows:

Ustay = s!VL + (1! s!)VH

Uleave = s!V0 = 0

The citizen leaves if Uleave > Ustay, i.e. by solving for s! in the inequal-

ity.

s! > VH
VH"VL

" s! >
1

1! VL
VH! "# $

(critical s)

That is to say, that a citizen will leave when s! is greater than his high

payo!, divided by the di!erence of the high and low payo!s. Conversely, the

16
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Figure 1:
No misaligned incentives
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Figure 3:  Citizen Optimism
Trivial solution

Citizen will always stay

Figure 2:
Misaligned incentives
Notice overlapping 
area necessitating
vague information

sc
M . In this scenario, we assume that the citizen is pessimistic. Thus, when

the authority releases vague information, the citizen will always assume the

highest severity out of a given subset of ŝ.

We assume the following inequality:

sH > 1

1! VL
VH

> sM > sL

As we calculated in the previous section, 1

1! VL
VH

, is the point at which the

citizen decides to either leave or stay. If ŝ > 1

1! VL
VH

, then the citizen will

choose to leave and if ŝ ! 1

1! VL
VH

, then he will choose to stay. We assume that

because 1

1! VL
VH

> sM , the citizen is less cautious, because he will leave for a

smaller range of ŝ. Given a subset of ŝ, the only information release that will

make the citizen leave is sH .

In each scenario, there are several outcomes we must evaluate. We must

find the governing agency’s courses of action given its calculation of s. If

it calculates the severity s = sH , then the authority has the choice of re-

leasing the following information. Remember that when the citizen is not

told explicitly what s is, he will assume it is sH . Thus in the case of vague

information the citizen calculates s" = sH :

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL} " the citizen leaves (calculates s" = sH

by assumption) " Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = sH: {sH}" the citizen leaves" Uagency = sHBH +(1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = sc
L: {sM , sH}" the citizen leaves "

Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL.
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are conditioning on a more severe event. Likewise, if !0 > !1, then the

government has a lower range of s for which they want the citizens to leave

for because there being a crisis and evacuating is not worth the payo" if they

are wrong. While some people may cry that this is biased, we see, however,

that this is not necessarily a bad thing because it adds reasonability to the

model. If people were supposed to evacuate when the severity of any event

was greater than 1
2 , then people would probably be evacuating their houses

for 1 out of every 2 crises (if we assume a normal distribution). When the

authority can be influenced by payo"s, it keeps the citizens from becoming

nomads. The separation of payo"s also makes the model more realistic, see-

ing as how someone is not rewarded with the same payo" or penalty for a

discrete success or failure.

sH ! 1

1! VL
VH

sL > 1

1! VL
VH
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Figure 4:  Citizen Pessimism

Trivial solution
Citizen will always leave

This implies that the authority expects a higher payo! when the citizen

leaves if it calculates sM > 1
2 , and it calculates a higher payo! if the citizen

stays the authority calculates sM ! 1
2 .

Having looked at the possible payo!s for the governing agency, we draw

the conclusions that if sM > 1
2 , then it expects the highest profit if it stays

in silence or releases ŝ = sc
L. If sM ! 1

2 , then it should release ŝ = sM or sc
H .

Under our assumptions, the citizen will choose to stay, because 1

1! VL
VH

> sM .

As we expect, releasing these kinds of information maximizes the authority’s

expected payo!.

If the governing agency calculates s = sL, it has the following choices for

releasing information:

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL}" citizen leaves "

Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

Release ŝ = sL: {sL}" citizen stays " Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = sc
H: {sM , sL}" citizen stays " Uagency = sLBL + (1# sL)BH

Release ŝ = sc
M : {sH , sL}" citizen leaves " Uagency = sLBH + (1# sL)BL

As we did in the first two cases, we want to find out at what sL is it more

profitable for the authority if the citizen leaves, and what action they should

take given their calculation of sL.

ULeave > UStay
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Figure 5:  Citizen Optimism
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react to the words, ”high,” ”low,” and ”medium.” As we calculated in

the previous section, 1

1! VL
VH

, is the point at which the citizen decides to

either leave or stay. If ŝ > 1

1! VL
VH

, then the citizen will choose to leave.

If ŝ ! 1
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, then he will choose to stay. We assume that because

1
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> sM , the citizen is less cautious, and thus he will leave for a

smaller range of ŝ. Given a subset of ŝ, the only information that will

make the citizen leave is sH .

In each scenario, there are several outcomes we must evaluate. We

must find the governing agency’s courses of action given its calcula-

tion of s. If it calculates the severity of s, and classifies s = sH , then

the authority has the choice of releasing the following information.

Remember that when the citizen is not told explicitly what s is, he

will assume it is sH . Thus in the case of vague information the citizen

classifies s" = sH :

Release Nothing: {sH , sM , sL} " the citizen leaves (calculates

s" = sH by assumption) " Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL

Release ŝ = sH: {sH}" the citizen leaves" Uagency = sHBH +(1#

sH)BL

Release ŝ = scL: {sM , sH}" the citizen leaves "

Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL.

Release ŝ = scM: {sH , sL}" the citizen leaves "

Uagency = sHBH + (1# sH)BL.

As a check, we calculate the condition that sH is low enough to where

the governing agency will not benefit from people leaving.
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Uagency;leave > Uagency;stay

sMBH + (1! sM)BL > sMBL + (1! sM)BH

sM(BH !BL) > (1! sM)(BH !BL)

2sM > 1

sM > 1
2

Result:

ŝ(sM)!{{sM , sH}, {sH , sM , sL}} if sM > 1
2 .

Otherwise, ŝ(sM)!{{sM}, {sM , sL}} if sM # 1
2 .

This implies that the authority expects a higher payo! when the citizen

leaves if it calculates sM > 1
2 , and it calculates a higher payo! if the citizen

stays the authority calculates sM # 1
2 .

Having looked at the possible payo!s for the governing agency, we draw

the conclusions that if sM > 1
2 , then it expects the highest profit if it stays
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citizen will stay
citizen will leave

6 Citizens

The citizens are rational and maximize their expected payo!, given the infor-

mation they receive from the authority. When the governing agency releases

ŝ, they infer, s!.

The citizens can receive one of three possible payo!s when they decide to

leave or stay. They will receive VH if they stay and there is no crisis; they

will receive V0 if they leave (regardless of outcome), which we normalize to

V0 = 0. They will receive VL if they stay and a crisis occurs.

The citizens expected payo!s are as follows:

Ustay = s!VL + (1! s!)VH

Uleave = s!V0 = 0

The citizen leaves if Uleave > Ustay, i.e. by solving for s! in the inequal-

ity.

s! > VH
VH"VL

" s! >
1

1! VL
VH! "# $

(critical s)

That is to say, that a citizen will leave when s! is greater than his high

payo!, divided by the di!erence of the high and low payo!s. Conversely, the
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misaligned
incentives

Lastly, we asked if the authority’s incentives to encourage people to leave

or stay can be biased with the payo!s, and the answer is yes. It does, appear,

however, that this is not a bad thing because it adds reasonability to the

model. If people were supposed to evacuate when the severity of any event

was greater than 1
2 , then people would probably be evacuating their houses

for 1 out of every 2 crises (if we assume a normal distribution). When the

authority can be influenced by payo!s, it keeps the citizens from becoming

nomads. The ordering of payo!s also makes the model more realistic, seeing

as how someone is not rewarded with the same payo! or penalty for a discrete

success or failure.

s = !0
!0+!1
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Figure 6:
Misaligned incentives for 
separated payoffs case
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